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However the easiest way to get into the process of evaluating your products is to 

download one of the free apps made to facilitate your shopping choice, such as Skin 

Deep, Think Dirty, or the French collaborative version “Notéo”. They rate products on 

criteria like cancer threats, allergens, and developmental or reproductive toxicity, but 

also environmental impact, social responsibility or budget. 

So what do I do if my favorite shampoo is on the no-go list? Again those apps are quite 

friendly as they suggest alternatives to the product you’ve just researched. Another 

option is to look for products under one of the well-established labels that fight 

greenwashing and false marketing in industry. Several are emerging with “Slow 

Cosmetic” well ahead. This Belgian organization has a francophone website that indexes 

all the products that have made it under the label, most of which you can buy online. 

They also give advice on how to detoxify your routine. You’ll be surprised at how easy it 

is to adopt a healthier routine and how much you, your health and your wallet can 

benefit from small changes! 

 

 

 


